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Unit cohesion at the primary-group level has been an enduring concern of the 
Department of Defense since the Viet Nam conflict. This effort studies the 
antecedent causal factors impinging on the primary-group cohesion within the 
context of a political movement. A model of the political movement is proposed. 
Wilhin the modeL strategy and structure are examined as independent variables 
affecting primary-group cohesion. Suggestions are made for data collection 
techniques that would provide an empirical basis for testing the assertions and 
assumptions in the model. Implications are drawn for primary-group cohesion 
within military organizations. 
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The U.S. Department of Defen5\: ha.<; an abiding concern with unit cohesion (Scih, 
1983; Cockburn, 1986). After Viet Nam, the U.S . Anny studied the breakdown of unit 
coht":sion that seemed to resu lt from its traditional practice of rotating soldiers through 
combat units instead of rotating entire units in and out of a theater of battle (Savage and 
Gabriel. 1976; Sarkesian, 1980: Meyer. 1982; Piper et aI., 1983 ). The Army took an 
interest in the regirnt":ntai system of rotating units instead of individual soldiers (Webbe, 
1980; Binder, 1986). 
Meanwhi le, the U.S . Air Force came to its own appreciation of the link between 
unit cohesion and com at effectiveness. Air National Guard F-4 squadrons, comprised of 
civilians flying one weekend a month, outperformed active duty Air Force squadrons, 
better t":4uipped with modem F-15 ami F- 16 fighters, in formal competitions. The fea:><Jn : 
unit cohesion . .\1embcr.; of Guard s4uadrons serve together ~ a team for years. many of 
them for well over a decade (Cockburn, 1986). This study e:\amines elements of group 
cohesion within the conteH of a political movement, specifically the libertarian political 
movement in the United States 
In this study, we take the first rudimentary steps toward suggesting a framework 
for examining the connections between the social stnlCture of the lihcrtarian political 
movement and the cohesion of movement members among themselves. We furt her 
propose a research design to empirically test the assumptions in thi s framework. Our 
thesis is that the gra.<;s roots members of the libertarian movement lack cohesion among 
themselves. We suhmit that this sundranee is a consequence of the movement's social 
structure, specifically the division between its elite figures and its eongregant members 
at the grass rools level. 
The '\lovemenl 
It is not gmnane to the purpose of th is effort to fully de.'>Crihe Ihe libertarian 
movt":ment in tenns of the many facets of its ideology, its many partisan factions or its 
history rhat is better done by other.~ (Hess. 1969b, Sutton. 1973; Machan, 1974; Childs, 
1975; Friedman, 1989; Wollstein, undated), While we address the libertarian political 
movement in this study, that choice begs the question of whether we are also addressing 
the conservative political movement. There is much overlap. in telms of social structure 
as well as beliefs, between libertarians and explicitly economic conservatives (as 
distinguished from religious, patriotic or moral conservatives). 
In an earlier iteration, we considered treating the libertarian and conservative 
movements as a single entity. Upon further reflection, we judged that some elements of 
the conservative movement would not fit under our analytic umbrella. However, if 
economic conservatives are those who eschew eieml;.':nts of a movement based on 
religious, patriOTic, moral or simply visceral altachment to a status quo, then we would 
assert that they are, in essence, libenarians. Yet, we recognize that some of the most 
intellectual forces in the conservative movement (e.g. neoconservatives) would not be 
comfortable if classed as libertarians. We have settled on limiting our effort to the 
libertarian movement. Having said that, we will nonetheless involve groups of economic 
conservaTives in our examples and data set. 
Libert.arians Defined 
Hess (1969) summaries the libertarian philosophy as follows: "Libertarianism is 
the view that each man is the absolute owner of his life, to use and dispose of as he sees 
iit: that all man's social octions should be voluntary and that respect for every other man's 
similar and equal ownership of life, and hy extension, the property and fruits of that life, 
is the ethical basis of a humane and of!l:n society." HenCe, within the libertarian 
framework, government would be limited to providing "the sort of self-defense against 
violence that an individual, if he were powenul enough, would provide for himseJr' 
(Hess, 1969). 
Libertarians are classical liberals in economics, emhracing the works of the 
Austrian school of thought which is today represented by the works of Mises (1')66), 
Hayek (1960), and Rothbard (1970). Their political prulosophy is infonned by the works 
of Martin (1953), Rand (1961, 1966). i\ock (1973), Taylor (1973), Nozick (1974), 
Oppt:nheimer (1975) and Locke (1988). They crave autonomy in order to make decisions 
a~ individuals about indivinuals. not as membt":rs of categories. Tht":y do not 
anthIOpomorphize abstract groupings. They conceptualize acting individuals as acting 
from tht-:ir will using reason. 
While libertarians understann each person theoretically possesses free will, they 
also understann that some people act in an unthinking, uncritical, default modt": of semi-
consciousness: following social obligation, peer pressure, fad, transient fancy or from a 
set of slogans uncritically held. For a longer treatmcnt of the defining characteristics of 
the libertarian philosophy, sec Appendix A. 
Whllt We Have :'>Jot Done 
This t":xamination of cohesion among memhers of the libertarian political 
movcment is not fully consummated in empirical tes ting of its a%umptions and assertions 
Wc assert that the movemcnt is lacking in cohesion among its grass roots members. We 
did not have the time nor resources to cmpirically test that assertion. What we left undone 
for the matter of cohesion we have ukewise left undone for the other dimensions of our 
model of the contributory elements of cohesion: ideology, stratcgy, structure and activism. 
However, in the chapter on mcthodology and in the concluding recommendations, we do 
e;.;plore ways in which these variables might be tested. 
"'hat We Hlive Done 
In the following chapter. we st":t out and specify aUf model of the antecedent 
factors that affect primary-group cohcsion among congregant members of the libertarian 
movement, their level of activism and, finally, the effectiveness of the movement itself. 
The split between the elite illlellcctual class and the congregant members in the social 
structure of the libertarian movement is a missing ingredient whcn the movement"s 
successes or failures are examim::d. An e;';3mpk of what fa(;tor~ have becn considered in 
c;.;arnining the movement can be found in Appendix B. Our model is just that, a proposal. 
We warn that it is speculative and open to dispute. Nonetheless, it is a starting point for 
a sorely needed pursuit o f that missing ingredient. 
II. ALIENATION IN SOCIETY 
inherent Conditions of Humans 
Human history is a catalogue of acts of violence Although it is wnsidcred a 
widespread belief that violence and war stem from the aggressive nature of humans 
(Mannhe im. 1940; Merton, 1949), a closcr observation of history can show us otherwisc 
WhaL is cventually transformed into aggressive behavior is many times the conscquence 
of a maladaptation of individuals to environmental conditions 
Humans suffer frolll different types of anxieties and insecurities that can lead to 
violent behavior if they are not controlled (Mannheim, 1957). One of thc basic needs of 
humans seems to be the need for adaptation to cnvirOtullentai conditions. In the casc of 
childrcn, this adaptation can only happen in the prescncc of attendants (DeGrazia. 1948). 
The absence of attendants is then a sourcc of anxiety, this is defmed as the Scparation-
anxiety by DeGrazia. The child then finds the means of ensuring the prescnce of a 
known attendant. Crying becomes a way of getting the attendants to resolve any tensions 
Any sense of discomfort, physical or psychological can and will be solved by the 
attendants who heed the call of the infant. Association is thus conceived as thc means 
towards achieving security and immunity from the forces of the environmcnt. At the 
same time, a neer.! for maintaining a cordial relationship to the attendants sincc the early 
childhood is created, that is, we need to adapt to the requirements of association. Any 
disruptions in this relationship will cause a compensation action. If no compensation is 
possible, the dismption can result in violent behavior borne by fmstration, 
Association becomes the external manifestation of internal needs for security and 
the nced for overcoming the separation-anxiety that surfaces at the moment we feel 
without the attendants that help us survive in our environment (DeGrazia, (948). The 
ideal is to have a harmonious relationship with and within thc structure. The social 
structure will tben be thc surroundings in which humans conduct their daily activit ies. 
Although Lhc individual will seek adapLation to tbe social structure. the structure itself 
should also nurture the relationship. Usually there will be alternative structures suitable 
to individual desires and choices. but this is not always the ca.~e. Failure to tlnd a social 
structure compatible with our individual preferences results in an isolation that frustrates 
the individual's development to full potential. 
The aggressive behavior of humans in itself doesn't necessarily lead to war It's 
nature is more of a com~titiw sort. II can be channelled into activities useful 10 society 
like religious organizations. or the scout movement (Mannheim. 1940) . In this case the 
so called aggressive behavior is rather a competitive spirit that can be cultivated within 
a social structure that sets the goals and the rules to Ix observcd in achieving those goals 
In any casc, even in the presence of conflict, humans remain predominantly social 
(Mosca, 1939) . The consciousncss of membership will make individuals vent their 
aggressi veness towards members of other groups. 
There are different types of adaptation to the social structure. Anything other than 
full adaptation, that is acceptance of the goals of the organization and the rules to achieve 
them, is considered deviant behavior and can be the source of anomi/y. Anomie will 
develop as individuals do not subscribe to what is considered acceptable conduct within 
thl: organization. and nonnlcssness dl:velops (Merton. 1949). The source of anomie then 
is nOI the individual, but the lack of an adequate social structure. 
The tenn anomil: was resurrected by Durkheim to its current use for the St..1te of 
normlessness (Merton. 1949). By that it is meant a disintegrated state of society without 
a body of common values or morals whi(;h can effectively govern conduct (DeGrazia, 
1948), A society which suffers anomie (anomy or anomia) lacks the "solidarity" expected 
in a voluntary a~sociation . 
Anothcr inhcrent condition in humans, according to Hobbes, is an inquisitive 
nature (DeGrazia, 1948). This pushcs us towards looking into the causl:s of our 
discomfort. There is a lllXd for .~archillg for an explanation of phenomena that affect our 
lives. That is one of the basic drives for the pursuit of knowledge. it will also be a basic 
source for the conceptualization of our belief system. 
Conceptualization of a Belief 
The principal conceptualization has to be the need for association developed as 
already dcscribed. The individual inherits the belief system that pushcs him towards 
seeking association. All this is before the child can even utter a word or move 
indcpendently. So the need for association is strong and present in us humans from a 
vel)' early stage in our lives. 
As we grow up, we mow away from being a rm::mber of just one social structure 
(family. home), when we begin to realize that this structure doesn't necessarily have all 
the answers to our problems. Sooner or later, we realize that our first known attendant.s, 
our parents, arcn't capable of solving other conflicts and inadequacies that start aris ing 
in our life (DeGrazia, 1948). 
Another one of our inherent conditions starts to work then: the inquisitive nature 
of humans. If our firs t know attendants aren't capable of dissipating all our difficulties, 
then there must be other entities in life that can satisfy our need for security. We start 
searching for alternative ways of finding assurance Ihat not only deal with seeking 
association, but also wi th trying to conceptualize a world in which our belief system 
makes us immune from any destabiliZing forces. 
Rel igion starts playing a part in our lives, it is the answer to many of the questions 
not responded by our primary attendants. As we evolve in consciousness, given the 
secular aspects of today's western society, we also seek answers in socia-political groups. 
Mosca claims that these groups are in a sense also religious groups, only sham of strictly 
theological c1cmcnt~ ('''tosca, 1939). Cameron (1966) will argue that even societies 
considered atheistic, like communist societies, never failed to turn out their share of 
individuals anointed with special virtues, their equivalent of gods, saints and other 
supernatural powerful beings. 
The inquisitive nature of humans is driven by the ITk'Un aspirations present in most 
civilizations: truth and justice (Mosca, \939). Sometimes humans are able to sacrifice 
satisfactions derived from other endeavors to the pursuit of those two ideals At a certain 
moment in time, an individual rises with the conviction that he has something new to 
contribute towards the search for truth, or to a superior realization of justice. This 
mdividual has then to seck the conditions that will help spread the new ideals to the 
largest number of people possible (Mosca, 1939). 
We have to find that belief which "makes sense" and allows us to find peace. 
Csually the adequacy of this belief will be measured by the two parameters mentioned 
above: truth and justice. The more the belief approaches a preferable level of attainment 
of those two values. the more likely it is lhat the belief will be considered superior. The 
next logical step is to evaluate our conception with that which is considered typical of the 
res t of society. 
A warcncss of the Lack of Shared values with the Mainstream 
IT the individual finds that his beliefs conflict or are in any way incompatible with 
reality as viewed by the rest of the social structure, he has to question his membership 
in lhat structure. It is essentially necessary that there is hrumony betwccn our beliefs and 
those supported by the structure in order for us to be a full member and adapt properly. 
It should not be inferred however that all individuals desire the psychological success 
achieved through association though (Argyris 1964). 
The basic point of studying adaptability is to determine the compatibility between 
organizational demands and individual needs. It should be noted that there can be 
exceptions to the rule, there have been studies showing that there are people who want 
to be left alone (Argyris 1964). For these people, an organization like the C.S. forest 
service is corresponding to their needs. Thcse people perform better in an environment 
that allows them to remain isolated from the rest of society. The bonds within such a 
slrneture are such that the conmlOn element is that of isolation, which can be suitable for 
some individuals. 
The compatibility of th~ individual's beliefs and the social structure is reinforced 
by the relationships within the Slrncture (Argyris, 1964). The individual has to feci that 
he is nOl just a cipher, an anonymous. interchangeable unit. The feeling of 
depersonalization, combined with a lack of participation opportunities creates a sense of 
helplcssness and powerlessncss, which are preconditions for alienation. In a study of 
alienation. Pearlin (Argyris, 19M) found that the phenomenon exists where' 
a) Authority figures and their congregants stand in great positional dispari ty; 
b) Authority is communicated in such a way as to prevent or discourage exchange 
of influence. 
The social structure will prescribe the goals and the acceptable ways of achieving 
them (Merton, 1(49). Full adaptation means acceptance of the organizational goals, and 
also of the definition of what is admissible behavior. According to Merton, the following 
typo logy can be observed in adaptation of individuals to social structures. 
TYPOLOGY OF MODES OF INDIVIDUAL ADAPTATION 






Culture Goals Institutionalized Means 
Where (+) signifies 'acceptance ", (-) signifies "rejection", and (+-) signifies 
"rejection of prevailing values and substitution of new values."' (Merton 1949) 
fhis typology is consistent with Durkheim's (1938) notion that entities, aetiviti~. 
and principles can not be categorized by themselves, but in the context of inter<Ktions 
within a given social structure. Of the different types of interactions, only conformity 
constitu tes true adaptat ion to the society All others are rather maladaptations and 
considered deviant behavior (Merton, 19-19), Here we can already see that maladaptation 
is not a monolitical conception, it cumes in differcnt fasltions and there is no apparent 
rcason why then,~ shuuld be cohesiveness among thc different maladaptation types, 
[he different types of maladaptation have distinct characteristics, In gcneral, we 
can say that types U and HI accommodate certain aspects of the social structure. Type 
IT behavior is most likely disruptive tu the activities of other mcmbers of society_ In this 
eategory a good example is that of certain criminals. They maintain the socially 
acceptable goals of achieving economic success, yet they don't respect the guidelines set 
forth in achieving them. They break laws in achieving a goal that is considered 
acceptable (Menon, 1949). Other individuals in the social structure who do respeet the 
laws cannot have much tolerance for members who disregard the rules and reach the 
goals easier. This type of behavior erodes the social structure and is cause for 
nonnlessness, the condition of anomie (Merton, \949). 
While type TIl behavior is deviant, it isn't a disruptive behavior. Not embracing 
the cultural goals isn't necessarily grounds for any retribution from the other members of 
society. The type UI behavior can be considered mediocre and dull, but not disruptive 
to the activities of other individuals. An example in this category is that of some 
bureaucrats. Thcy not only respect, but also live by the regulations of society, yet they 
don't necessarily seek acceptable goals such as economic progre~s. It is a mentality of 
staying out of trouhle, while not necessarily pursuing any of the socially acceptable goals 
(Menon, 1949) 
Type IV adaptation is the true alien to society (Merton, 1949), this individual has 
no use for either organizational values or the rules of the social structure. This type of 
individual doesn't create the disruptions caused by type IT behavior though. Since this 
individual doesn't want to acllieve the cultural goals, he is free from all anxieties that 
drive type n to norm less ness. 
None of the types of maladaptation mentioned dOCR neceRsarily bring collective 
behavior though. Tllis changes in the rebellious maladaptation. here individuals are trying 
to change the social structure. and this most likely will lead to some kind of association 
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that wi ll render the intentions for change effective. Type V adaptation. rebellion, will be 
the main category that will seek success through numbers 
Separation from lhe Mainstream 
Afler the maladaptation to the environment becomes evident the question can be: 
Can life still he maintained otherwise? Durkhcim (1938) argues that the state of 
maladaptation only forces us to adapt ourselves diffen::ntly than others, but doesn't 
constitute a helpless state. He further notes thal tht'TC is danger in trying to define what 
arc normal relationships and what can be construed as morbid behavior. Defining a 
maladaptation as ncct:ssarily harmful implies the preconception that tht: individuals social 
problems have already been solved in the current structure. It is more imponant rathe r, 
to just distinguish that then:: arc diffl:rent orders of facts. 
The whole concept of normali ty tt:nds to he defined aprioristically in an attempt 
to grasp the essence of environmental phenomena (Durkheim, 1938). Given the 
incongruence between the individual's conceptions and the social structljrc then, working 
within the social structure is no longer possible. The individual has to escape from it 
lest he will risk the possible destructive consequences that a continued association in that 
structurc might bring. 
Each type of maladaptation in Menon·s ( 1949) typology constitutes in itself a 
separation from the social structure. Being aware of possessing a different view of life 
constitutes a key step for the formation of minorities seeking alternative parameters 
(Onega y Gasset, 1961). This minori ty doesn't th ink of itself as better or smaner, just 
djfferent. Although the separation from the social structurc might not seem consistent 
with the need for association dcseribed by DeGrazia, it is compatible with what he 
describes as the function of association, security. If a social structure is nut fulfilling its 
mission of providing solutions to the discomforts of the environment, then the individual 
will leave that social structure. 
As alienation increases, the individual's need for security will increase too 
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(Argyris. 1964), This creates a situation where individuals adapt by escaping from 
opponunities of decision. Thc environment does not create realistic choices. and 
remaining in it means having to choose between different degrees of evil (Argyris. 1964). 
There is very little in the social structure that provides the individual with the basic 
feeling of protection supposed to be derived from belonging to the group. The only real 
option then becomes a separation from thc structurc 
Search for Confirmation of Values 
Beliefs that differ from those of thc mainstream have to be validated strongly in 
the individuals in ordcr for them to embracc the new concepts and abandon the security 
of the social structure. 
According to Chomsky (I\chbar. 1994), if one was to enunciate a widely belicved 
idea, there would be no need for providing documentation or information. If un the 
contrary, the idea proposed is not a widely believed concept but something controversial 
or cvcn JUSt unknown. a careful explanation needs to be given for the concept to be 
admitted. This however does not mean that the concept ha~ replaced the old value or that 
it has been accepted as truth. but just that it ha~ been received and understood. and that 
it can be subjected to evaluation. Therefore the communication of new beliefs has to be 
accompanied by thorough explanations and done in a setting that is nOI time constrained 
(I\chbar 1994) 
Weber (1978) defines authority as the probability thaI ccnain instructions will be 
obeyed by a group of people . Authority can be based on different reasons for compliance, 
the belief in legitimacy of the new conccpt is esscntial. According to Webcr. there are 
three pure types of authority that can claim legitimacy: rational, traditional, and legal 
Rules can only be legitimized by the claim that they have always been valid, although 
they've only recently been discovered. The meum of recognizing these rules is Wisdom 
(Weber 1978) 
The individual then has to carefully silldy the new belief to sec if it is compatible 
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with others. Only then can the belief be legitimate and only then will the individual rest 
a~sured that the decision of leaving the social structure was j udicious. The sl:paration-
anxiety eJlperienced when leaving the social structure wi!] decrease once the individual 
knows that the structure is incapahle of providing a safe environment congruent with the 
now con finned beliefs. 
Mumby ( 1988) descr ibes the notion of intersubjeclivity. By that he means that 
the individual mUIt be conscious of a potentially meaningfu l phenomenon in order to 
develop a new belief. Paradoxically then, the old belief contains and can illustrate in 
advance the new ideal to be created (Althusser, 1972). Certain intentionality towards the 
world has to remain, this is clearly the case of type V adaptation as described by Merton 
(1949). The individual will fail to develop a new doctrine if it has completely lost hope 
for society in general 
The new beJief should not be evaluated against doctrines of times past. The 
individual shuuld be convinced that the new concept is superior to anything in times past, 
lest it will be considered a decadent doctrine (Ortega y Gasset, 1961 ). The real 
evaluation is against contemporary beliefs, only tbcn can be it detennined whether it is 
superior_ If the individual feels nostalgia for times past and ponders on "how good it 
used to be ", then no new belief will be satisfying. If the present is not as good as the 
past, then the individual considers that the world is in a stage of decadence, from which 
nothing good can arise (Ortega y Gasset, 1961) A pessimistic attitude will not be 
conducive to the solidification of a new belief. 
Social development and maturity will playa role in the process. Mosca ( 1939) 
illustrates that point by asserting that had the Greco-Roman world not become Christian, 
it would have been converted to another type of religion that was more mystical than 
classical paganism and more coherent (Mosca 1939). They had achieved a level of 
development [Uld maturi ty that was no longer compatible with their religious beliefs 
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Mosca (1939) also points out that the acceptance of a new doctrine, besides being 
dqx::nrlent upon conditions of time and place, has to appeal to basic psychological laws 
l'here is a general ethical requirement that the pursuit of the new belief has to bring 
justice, not Just as the ideal 10 be honored, but as a correction for any present injustic~~ 
AdditionaJly, there has to be an assurance of rewards for good behavior and convincing 
(lssurance of punishment for the wicked. Following this, the believers become the people, 
the ones that really know the truth. 
Association with people who share values 
As we saw according to the typology of Merton (1949), not alltypcs of deviant 
behaviors will resu lt in the formation of an alternative social structure. Maladaptations 
have different causes and therefore can not be categorized together. This means that not 
all individuals alienated from the social structure share equal beliefs and that makes 
association outside the structure a selective process. 
rype V adaptation (rebell ion) is the one that seeks action, a substitution of the 
existing values. On this point Merton proposes a distinction between rebellion and 
resentment. Superficially they might be similar, but they are different in that rebellion 
demands a genuine transvaluation, whereas resentment condemns what is secretly craved. 
This differentiation is made as a warning, since organized rebellion may draw resentful 
individuals (Merton, 1949) . 
The process of association is more complicated than mere connection with other 
individuals willing to participate in the movement. There has to he a clear purpose lest 
people with potentially dangerous attitudes but similar beliefs might be attracted to the 
movement. Merton (1949) mentions the dangers of attracting resentful people, while 
Lenin (1967) alludes to people that create turbulence hut don't necessarily care for the 
achievement of the movemcnt 's goals. 
Lenin discusses the spontaneous character of political association, which he relates 
to the consciousness in an embryonic fonn. According to Ilim, the spontaneity will not 
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lead to the fulfillment of any goals unless it is accompanied by the efforts of intellectuals 
The spontaneous awakening and association has to be simultaneous with the work of 
intellectuals armed with [Ileory 
For Gramsci (1971). it is essential that the laws be conceived for the new structure 
La be fanned. He believes that the spontaneollS character of the organization needs a 
rationalizing factor that permits the definition of acceptable behavior. The implications 
of certain lypeS of behavior must be clearly dcfmcd. as must be any punitive 
consequences. The law then becomes the negative factor of the positive ci vilizing 
activity. It is a necessary step in order to rationalize the ideals that helped conceive the 
new values 
Collecth'c Behavior 
The classical perspective (Rueht, 1991 ) assumes that individual deprivat ions, a 
breakdown of the social order, and homogenizing ideologies are the preconditions for the 
emergence of social movements. The collective behavior theorists will emphasize the 
emergence of new nonus and values (Rucht, 1991) which challenge the existing culture 
and crcate the conditions for maladaptation. rhe maladaptation will then cause 
spontaneous action which will evolve into fanning a social movement. 
,'vlannheim (I (35) views the whole proccss of association as one that comes from 
what he calls collective insecurity. For him, the individual has to reorganize himself or 
risk demise; the unorganiled insecurity will become organized inscxurity His descript ion 
of the process is as follows: 
I) The new culture is a substitute culture, it has no meaning in itself. It is still 
heing measured against the original value system. 
2) The innovative cult ure is the new driving force for new fonfls of spontaneous 
group integration 
3) The new culture becomes the stalwart emblem of an organized group 
15 
This is similar to the process described in this chapter, but in Mannheim's view. 
only with the integration into the fonnation of spontaneous groups does the new culture 
gain validity. Hcre is where the difference lies, the new belief will not be validated by 
the individual. but by it's acceptance ,md motivation of the new spontaneous groups 
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ITT. POLITICAL :MOVEMENTS 
From Idea to Movement 
Thl: human approach to conflict is that of seeking association to gain security 
(DeGrazia, 1948: Mosca, 1938). Therefore, the study of the viahiJity of implementation 
of a doctrine has to start with the structure that supports the association that aims to 
project lhat idea, in the context of this study. the structure tim! supports a political 
movement. A political movement wilJ he categorized here as a group of people that 
shows collective hehavior or heliefs that occur outside of the estahlished political 
institutIOns. 
The lCnTI organizational structure will refe r to the way in which the powers and 
role~ are distrihuted among the individuals who arc part of the organization. In this case 
the organization will be the political movement. The relationships of the members within 
the organization and of the organization within its environment will he a reOection of thc 
organization's structure, ,md therefore considered a part of this study. The theorctical 
demarcation will remain in the context of u.s. society, by that it is meant a society 
without a strong central govcrnment, wherc civil and political society are closely tied, 
and where the national political structures usually act as a detcrrent for a single person 
or group to hold excessive power (Ruehl, 1991 ). 
The Creation of the Movement 
In order to be able to discuss the structure and dynamics of a political movement, 
the fundamental question has to he the necessity of the movement itself. There has to he 
an idea strong enough to hond a group of people together and that group's will to project 
that idea [0 the rest of society, an idea that is not yet represented in the mainstream 
currents of thought. Although the idea may have been conceived as a passion, there is 
a need for its rationalization, for it is impossible to maintain a sustained effort based on 
a passion. the idea has to be transfonned into ideology (Gramsci, 1971 ). 
Unless the ideology is to be regarded as pure a academic interest, there is a need 
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for a manifesto (Gramsci, 1971), a political statement that outlines a movement's aims 
and mdicates the means that the movement is willing to employ in achieving those aims 
The political manifesto identifies the lIlovement in its relation to the state 
Structure is a necessary component to a political movement (Cameron, 1966; 
Mosca, [938). Individuals need the presence of a hierarchical composition that assures 
them that there is purpose in the movement. Different functions and offices need to be 
defined. Without the hierarchical structure it is infeasible that the movement will gain 
much followers (Cameron, 1938). the constituents will have an idea of the singularities 
of the new doctrine by the structure of the organization (Gramsci 197 [, Mosca 1939). 
Growth Strategies 
The rloctrine of the movement will playa part in the recruiting techniques 
(Gramsci, 197]; Mosca, 1938). Mosca describes different stages in the recruitment 
process . The initial group can be encouraged by the lIle re innovation, or even by 
supernatural phenomena (Cameron, 1966; Mosca, 1938). That will not last long though, 
the next group of people will need to be convinced in other ways. 
Strength has been the most effective tool throughoutlhe ages (Mosca, \938). both 
in introducing and in tenninating an idea. The conception that good ideas will eventually 
succeed and that bad idea.~ will be excluded by common sense and popular wisdom seems 
to be a myth when compared 10 reality (Mosca, 1938). The example of Christianity 
shows exactly that. According to Mosca (1938), Christianity was not thoroughly 
persecuted in the Roman Empire, but it was rather done in different regional efforts. Tn 
Persia on the contrary, it was effectively persecuted and it disappeared. The same can 
be said for the expUlsion of BuddlUsm from India, its place of birth, And when compared 
to Islam, it took Christianity three centuries to accomplish what Islam did in only eighty 
years, tltrough more active means . Ultimately, Christianity was spread with the help of 
the Roman Empire and the subordination of serfs to their masters new belief. 
Walton (Laucr, 1976) describes two types of strategies - those whose tactics 
involve power and those using activities that will bring a change in attitude. The fomler 
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arc about gaining lenitary, while the latter arc about building and improving relationships. 
Strategies don't hilVC to be exclusive, they can be concurrent (Lauer, 1976). This means 
that at the same time that territory is being gained through strength, relationships can be 
fortified through attitude change activities. An example of this wcrc the Spanish 
conquistadores. While they were wnquering with the sword. they also introduced Spanish 
language, religion and culture that ha.~ survived nearly five hundred years after they first 
sel foot on American soil 
rhe interaction between the movement and society will affect the sTrategy of 
chang!;.': (Lauer, 1976). The degree in which the interaction will affect the strategy is 
related to the level of centrality and consen~us of the rtlOVl;.':lIIent. Ccntrality and 
consensus dilllinish the effect of interaction since there can be a sustained effort driven 
hy thosl;.': two factors. The interaction also contributes to the evolution of sIJategy though, 
The feedback will provoke different iterations of strategy, creating an evolving sIJategy 
that adapts to changes in society and its re lat ion to thl;.': movement. 
Ty(res of MOl'cmcnts 
The polit ical manifesto doesn't have to be a call for dirl;.':ct action for the people 
bclonging to the movement. Gramsci (1971) describes two types o f movemcnts that 
"roje(;t thl;.': idea of inunediate political action as such," These are either the ones that are 
(;Qll\posed hy a cultural clitc, or the ones that consist of masses, In the flfst case, the 
mission of the movement is to provide leadership and guidance to a variety of interrelated 
parties. The second kind has the function of providing a loyal followership for a political 
force whose: sale function is to control and manouvre this ma~s, The politi(;al fo[(;e keeps 
the mass loyal by appealing to their senses and promising a better future that is surely to 
(;ome and he delivered by this force (Gramsci, 197 1; Mosca, 1939). In both cases the 
movements arc dependent upon established political parties, which means that their 
existence and success tends to be ephemeral 
Elite-movements and mass-movements become necessary whl;.':n the pruty faces a 
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non-traditional or trans(;endental issue (Gramsci, 1971), These movements are then 
recruited by the traditional party to show a justification to their issue that doesn't 
necessarily (;ome from the historical party ranks. The (;nlcial decisions will always be 
taken at the traditional pany level and once certain particular political goals have been 
fulfilled, the movement may no longer be (;Onsidered necessary and can therefore be 
terminated. This movements usually provide the means to their own termination by 
hcing effective. Since thei r association to the traditional party is issue-ba~cd, once the 
issue has been settled, the movement ceases to be indispensable. 
There is another type of movement that doesn't demand political action, the 
cducative movement (Cameron, 1966). This type of movement will also never exisl as 
an autonomous group (Gramsci, 1971). It is dependent on the existence of other groups, 
and it never amounts to more than marginalism within the dominant traditional party 
The members of the educative movement vit:w themselves as being above any type of 
direct caU for political action. The difference between lhis group and that which is solely 
comprised by an elite, is that the latter lacks the members who can carry out the actions, 
while the fonner simply view themselves as a moral or cultural warrantor of cl:nain 
social·political values. The I:dueative movement can be indefinitely associated with the 
tradit ional pany, their relationship is not based on issues but rather on ideology or 
interpretation of it 
If the movement is associated with the already existing political e1ass (traditional 
parties), it will only try to redefine issues and ways to approach them, but it will never 
challenge the institutionalized structures (Gramsci, 1971). Another type of movement is 
one whose intellectuals view their labor as one of constant change, not necessarily 
constmined by the current political order, hut without boundaries in the search of thl: true 
system of social relations that will be congruent with what they believe to he the people's 
aspirations. This means that they can suggest a different order of political relations that 
is more consistent with the ideology of the movement. 
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The Structure of a Political Movement 
The structure of the polit ical movement will be greatly influenced by what the 
members perceive as the Objectives of the mOVl;.':ment The kind of political action 
demanded by the movement will have an effec t on its internal arrangement. The 
movement should try to mirror its proposed society Wi close as )Xlssible in order to 
maintain credibility. 
Whether organicaJ (working within established political structures) or traditional 
(nOl restricted by existing social structures), the moveml:nl's ultimate goal has to be to 
gain formal political power or some kind of influence. so that their ideology can be 
rcnetted in public policy (Gramsci 197 1). The movement is necessary when it provides 
an alternative that isn't in the political spectrum of the nation at the timt: the idea is 
conceived_ Acwrding to Gramsci (1971), there are three fu ndamental elements or 
subgroups that need to converge for a movement to be imm unt: to disappearance and 
perpetuate its place in society. These dements aIt~: 
L The congrcgant dement. This provides the loyal following, without creative 
spirit or organizational ability . Accordingly, the level of organi7.ation of this 
clement is wry low, and it should stay that way since it has no iniluence on 
policy (Weber, 1(78). A high degree of organization within this group could 
cause resistance to the directives of the clements that do provide leadership and 
discipline. Although this element is essential to the existence of the movement, 
the mass by itself is not effective. This group needs guidance and a cohesive 
force tha t is found within the movement but that COllies from otht:r clements o f 
the movement. 
2. The cohesion element. It is essential for a political movement to count with an 
elemen t that renders the ma% forces effective. This element is esst:nti al since it's 
the one that provides the uniqueness of the movement. The ideological guidelines 
are set by this element. The movement needs this group in order to have a vision 
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of the goals and strategies. This clement needs to be dearly identified, it's 
members have 10 be publicly known. Otherwise the movement will appear to be 
of the mass-type, it will not be a democratic movement for the mass clement will 
beeome a mere proxy of intellectuals (Weber, 1978). This element is in charge 
of defl.::nding the movement's ideology against any attacks from outsiders or even 
challenges within the group. This element needs 10 be highly organized and 
coordinated in order to effectively fonnulate policy decisions. Confusion within 
this group (or perceived confusion) is detrimental to the cause of the whole 
movement since the congregants depend on a cenain level of unity and guidance 
to stay on as followers of the given cause (Weber, 1978). 
3. The linking clement. This is the element with organizational capabilities. It 
doesn't contribute to the ideological continuity of the movement but it is essential 
in the mohilization of the mass element. It is also a responsibility of this element 
10 fonnulate a discipline of the movement through the conception of rational rules 
that facilitate the obedience to the nonns rather than to any individual member 
The organizational capabilities of this element usually takes it to occupy the 
administrati ve positions in the movement. In order to keep the movement 
democratic, there is a need for a periodic rotation and validation of the people 
holding the leadership posts. The organization is incomplete without the existence 
of the cadre that is willing 10 project the ideals of a cohesion element through a 
mass element 
Expectations for the Movement 
None of the elements can work on its own, they are all equally necessary for the 
perpetuation of the movement. The internal dynamics of each one of the particular 
clements will vary since each one of them has different types of congregants. The 
different elements only need to be bonded by the shared belief in the fonnuiations of the 
cohesion element and by the conviction that their implementation will result in an 
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improvClnent of the living conditions of the movement's members or that of society as 
a whole. A belief in the lattt:r is essential for the fonnat ion of the movenu:nl as such, 
since it is inherent to a rational conception of the world the pursUit of a benefit, if not to 
oneself. then to what is considered a significant group of people (Mosca, 1938). 
Since the original discriminating factor that sparked thl;.': Ulovement is a new 
conception of social relations, the relationship of this conception with behavior becomes 
important. The new conception evolves into ideology, which will be reflected in the 
structure and relations of the mOVClllcnt. The ideology will also shape po litical action of 
the movement. This relationship is dialectical though, ideology and action arc both 
medium and product of each other (Mumby, 19RR). Ideology will intluence the type of 
political action conducted. at the same time the action will strengthen ideology and fortify 
the organizational structurc through interaction with opposite belict"s. The interaction of 
ideology and action creates room for reflection, the result is an iterative creation of 
ideology and social structure that will produce an improved environment for the 
individual. Hence, social action is conducive to a stronger bond of the members of the 
movement (Mumby. 1988) 
The movemcnt should provide latitude, so that people with different styles of 
leadership can flourish in it (Mosca, 1938) . The makes the movement stronger and 
prevents separation. Mosca points out at the flexibility in the Catholic Church that allows 
for people such as St. Francis of Assisi and Torquemada to belong to the same institution, 
yet have different ways of approaching their belief. Not providing that latitudc will cause 
separation of different trends, that will only debilitate the movement 
Although the ha.~ic humrul need~ of Justice and truth have to be aspirations of the 
movement (Mosca, 1938), it should also provide for certain material needs of the 
congregants. There are people willing and able to sacritke the satisfaction of other 
worldly needs in the name of truth and justice, but that will not make a numerous 
eon~tiLuency . Providing for other worldly needs will ensure the support of different strata 
of thc population. The movement crumot seek to just help those who are desperate, but 




Bc(;ause tllis study is an exploratory effOlt. limited in time and smupling 
opportunities. it did not aim to test hypotheses or draw statistically representative 
conclusions_ Rather, the purposc here has been to discover thc dimcnsions of the 
iibeltarian movement and thc causal variables that impinge upon primary-group cohesion 
Our goal is to measure anomie [rom o:.:olko:.:ltd data, we m::c:d thl:n a working 
defillition of anomie and a scale for its measure. For Durkheim (1938), anomie was the 
product of a limitless greed caused by equating success in life with economic prosperilY 
For .\1crton (1949). it ,vas caused by an estnmgement between the cultural goals and 
norms and thl: socially struclllred capacities of members of the group to perform in 
compliano:.:e with them (McClosky and Schaar 1%5). Merton's definition is more general 
and can he applied to differcnt social ~etlings. Neve:rthekss. both prcsent the basic idea 
of a society in which the goals are: ove:relilphasized with re:spe(;t to the rules governing 
life in the pursuit of those goals, thus causing the system of nonns to collapse. Durkheim 
defined the condition hut didn't develop a tool to measure different types of anomie. 
MClton developed a typology that has been widely used to study anomic and is 
incorporated in this study as a the maladaptation category. 
We: did gather data in the form of libcltarian conference announcellll:nts and 
Internet list server mcssagcs. The llmits of timc, again, prevcnted us from analyzing the 
[ntemet traffic. Our purpose was to diso:.:over the dirm::nsions about which data must he 
gathered to test the assumptions and assertions made in the development of the model 
WI: also have indicated the data collection techniques wc tlnd suitcd for each domain of 
data 
D!MErsSIONS TO BE STUDIED 
DATA Ideo- Strat- Struc- Cohes- ACli- Role Effect- Alio-
SOU RCES : lQg): m Jill:< !ill!. vlsm il:!..L!f£ ~ !ll!!l2!l 
Conference 
0 0 0 
Puhlications 0 0 0 0 
Internet traffic 0 0 
C-SPAN tapes 0 0 
Interviews: 
congregants· 0 0 0 0 0 
Interviews 
elites 0 0 0 0 D 0 
left/socialists 0 D 0 D 0 0 
Observation: 
libertarians 0 0 0 
left/socialists 0 0 0 
Literature 
review 0 0 
Table 1: \-tatrix of Research Dimensions and Data Sources 
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CONfERENCE ANNOlJNCE.\1ENTS 
We reviev,'ed announcements of liberti.lfian (and some conservative) conferences, 
making a cl1ldc content analysis in search of indicators of action steps, movement strategy 
and structure These announcements constitute a sample of convcnicm.:c: a collection of 
libertarian conference announcements received over a course of several year::; and retained 
for other reasons. As a sample of announcements, we cannot dismiss the possihility that 
it may be biased through selective retention. There was, however, no bias introduced from 
the time this study began 
The programs give an idea of the topics to be discussed during the gatherings and 
from there we call infer where the priorities in poli tical action for the group lie. This 
approach has two premises though, the first one is that the meetings follow the program 
close enough for it to be a repre~entation of the discussions. The other premise, is that 
we infer that there is a specirl(; impact from the topics. \Ve assumed that the audience 
was identified and was affected by the presentatiom of the leadership. This in tum is :Ul 
assumption that there was lcgitimacy in the leadership of the group. This is consistent 
with the fact that people attended the gathering. TIley know in advance who is going to 
speak .. They would nOl have attended if the speaker lacked legitimacy in their eyes 
Intentionality towards the world was measured by the number of action topics 
included in a conference. This serves the purpose of presenting an idea of what the 
gathering was aboul. A high number of action topics means that there was plenty of 
intentionality and the group had actively searched the implementation of new social 
panuneters. Lack of action topics indicated the dissatisfaction with the current political 
spectl1lm since there was a political gathering at all, yet not a need for developing an 
alternative conception of social relations. 
J"he "'Elitist" category refers to the type of ~peaker at the gathering. An "Elitist"' 
speaker is one that is considered in a privileged position due to professional and academic 
achievements. Not just an academician, but a respected one in a particular field. The 
<ludience wa.~ categorized as "general"' or "students." Where 1 denotes "general" and 2 
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denotes "students" 
Elitist Audience .?.ctnTop. Tot.Top . 
Iri.Cons Po l .Actn.Conf 
Cal - Liber t.arian Conv . 1 
LA Conference 87 
Lud' .... ig von !>lises Inst . 1 
ObjectivislT'. 92 
Ideas for the Rat .. !<Ii 1 
79 ?res . Nom . Cony . 
30st.on Conference 
Seminar on Economics 1 
Cato Seminar 87 
lntercoll. Stud. l ns t. 
Rampart I nstitute 
San Di.ego Conv. 88 
San Diego Conv. 81 
lntercoll.Stu. I nst 
Mi d',Jest . Leadr. Conf . 
Totals 
Mean 




































The chart indicates the presence or absence of action topics in thc program of each 
Action is in this study is any topic which deals with activities that will be pursued 
outside the given event that is relevant to the movement. Non·action topics were those 
that were informational or cultural in nature. Only the action topics were considered 
constructive towards achieving the movement's goals and a sign that life for the 
movement existed outside the meeting 
PUBLICATIONS 
We suggest that a content analysis (Miles and Huberman, 1994) be made of a 
selection of Jihenarian publication such as Reason, Liberry, Liberator, Cato Journal and 
Policy Review as weI! as lesser publications such as newsletters, smalle r periodicals such 
as The Voluntarist and The Intellectual Activist, and defunct periodicals such as 
Libertarian Review, Lihertarian Forum. Ramparts Journal, Inquiry, Inn() va/or and 
Libertarian Connection, Publications are the main source of information about the 
movement's ideology (Lauer, 1976) . They also should provide indications of tht: 
movement's strategy and evaluations of its success. They may conununicate any act ion 
steps that rm::rnbers should take 
[NTER..'JET TRAFFIC 
For a Ihn::e-monlh period, we gathen:d tm::ssages received from two explicitly 
libertarian list servl;.':rs: CA-Liberty (for libertarian nl;.':ws throughout California) and BA-
Liherty (for libertarian communications limited to the San Francisco Bay area). These 
overlap to some extent. \Ve also rl;.':ceived communications from the Government Access 
list server which could be described as libertarian-leaning. The messages were coded for 
source. date, sender and topic 
Our aim is to content analyze the messages as a source of data on the movement's 
strategy and activism. We recommend that further research include nat ionwide libertarian 
list servers and news groups. 
C-SPAN rAPES 
C-SPAN televises conferences of libertarian and conscrvative organizations such 
as Cato Institute. Heritage f oundation and Arnl;.':rican Enterprise Insti tute. It is our 
impression that the physical arrangeml;.':nt of these conferences (separating the elite from 
the attendees) express the social structure of the movement. Purther, we believe that tapes 
of thl;.':se con ft: rl;.':nces will give some evidence of the nature of the interactions bl;.':tween 
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attendees and the elite as well as interaetion.~ among the attendees. 
INTERVIEWS 
The true source of insight into primary-group cohesion, activism and role of the 
movement in the life of the members is the members themselves. We therefore propose 
the development of a non-standardized schedule of intetview topics (Denzin, 1989) which 
allow an interviewer the latitude to modify the wording of questions and to follow up 
with probing questions. The topic areas would include those contained in Appendix C. 
The interviewees would likely be obtained through a snowball sampling process within 
tlve strata: 
COllege studcnt congrcgant libertarian. 
2 . Adult congregant libertarians. 
Adult elite libertarian.~. 
4. College student left/socialists 
Adult left/socialists. 
In addition to the non-standardized interview topic schedule, we also want to use 
intcrview sessions to explore the issue of alienation among congrcgant isolates in the 
libertarian movement with a standard questionnaire instrument to assess level of alienation 
or anomie (McClosky and Schaar, 1965). This would he particularly the case with college 
students. Moreover, we would want to use the same instrument to assess alienation among 
a parallel sample of left/socialist college student interviewees. 
The drawback to interviewing is the danger of influencing the interviewed subjects 
in any form. The presence of a researcher fore ign to the movement may somehow 
interfere with the clari ty of answers given by the eongregants of the movement given its 
non-traditional character. A defensive reaction cannot be completely overruled. 
Interviews would he openly recorded with thl: permi~sion of each respondent. 
OBSERVATION 
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To get a first hand experience of libertarians and socialists interacting within thcir 
~e~pectivc mOVl:lIIents, we propose to attend local chapter meetings, regional conicrcnces, 
scminars and other available gathl:rings of adult and student libertarians and socialists in 
the 'vtonterey Peninsujil, Siln\a Cru/., south San Francisco Bay area, mid-San Frilnciseo 
Peninsula and in San Francisco and Oakland. The ohservation strategy would be as 
passive participants without declaring the role as ohservers (Uenzin, j YXY)_ This eovelt 
aspect of thl: obsl:rvatioll is not a rigid requirement. particularly if the obsl:rvation wa'i 
llsed as iln opportunity to identify and approach people candidates for interviewing. In 
that case, disclosing the ohservation rolc a'i palt of a study of the role of politics in the 
lives of movement memhers should not diminish the riehnes'i of observations. 
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V. THE MODEL 
We propose a causal model of the cohesion, activism and efkctivene·ss of the 
libertarirul movement (sec Figure 1). The model is Just that, a proposal. II is admittedly 
speculative. impressionistic and wide open to dispute and modification 
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While the framework we propose carries causal relationships from ideology 
through 10 the effectiveness of the libertarian movement, the present effort is limited to 
examining the antecedent elements (ideology, ~tructure, strategy and the role of the 
movement in the lives of its constitucnt members) affecting primary-group cohesion and 
the movement's agenda for action steps. The issues of defining the effectiveness of this 
politl(;al movement and attempting to measure it are beyond the scope and resources of 
this effort. Frum (1994) has re(;ently made an impressionistic and anecdotal examination 
of the failure of the conservative movement to exploit or consolidate its strengths when 
Reagan won the U.S. Presidency in 1980. 
THE ELEMENTS: 
~ 
Lauer (1976) places libertarianism in the anarchist tradition described by 
Krimclman and Pcrcy ( \966) as involving ·'a belief in individual freedom and denial of 
authority, espe(;ially in the form of the State." He also notes that for libertarians, the state 
has no sociologi(;al existence. They are what he calls methodological individnalists for 
whom society has no existence apart from individuals. The whole is not greater than the 
sum of its parts. Society or the state cannot be greater than the people who wmpose it. 
To sanction behavior on the part of the state that is not sanctioned for individuals is to 
sanction immorality (Friedman, 1989). A specifl(; case of this general principle is that 
taxation by the state is theft. 
The libertarian ideology ties individualism 10 freedom, two themes that appear 
tllToughout the movement's literature (Lauer, 1976). The libertarian movement is 
distinguished from the anarchy tradition by its joining of individualism and freedom to 
market economics. This connection is made by Rand (1961): "Intellectual freedom cannot 
exist without political freedom; political freedom cannot exist without economic frcer.Iom." 
In the modd of the movement we propose, libertarian ideology informs libertarian 




Lauer (1976) identified four strategies that have been employed by the libertarian 
movement to fulfill the ideal social organization envisioned in its ideology: 
I. Educative Strategy 
An educational strategy follows from a libertarian assumption that rational people 
can Ix taught to see what Wollstcin (1969) calls a "symphony of order and movement"in 
the world. This strategy assumes thaI, Oll(;e educated. the Jarger society itself will bring 
about the needed changes in the structure of society. 
Has it worked" Probably nO! on the scale that early leaders of the libertarian 
movement cxpc(;ted. Nonetheless, even skeptics of this approach must be impressed by 
the inciden;;e of leaders of the "velvet revolution," in the fonner Soviet bloc countries of 
eastern Europe, who attributed their revolutionary ideas to reading the works of western 
libertarian philosophers and economic theorists. 
2. Disruptive Stratcgy 
This strategy assumes that solIlt:thing more than rational argument is needed if the 
oppressive slale is to be: replaced by a libertarian society. Only direct action by those 
opposed to the state will damage the state. Libertarians must set up alternative institutions. 
Bul fITSl they must render the existing institu tions of the state so ineffective that their 
oppressive nature will be obvious to the masses. Underground economies, resistance to 
drug prohihition. and tax res istance have been the suggested disruptive tactic s. The aim 
is to bring down the state by depriving it of revenue or by clogging thc judicial system 
with resistance cases. This strategy, like the educative strategy, assumes that larger society 
will bring about structural changes once people are freed from the oppression of a fwally 
crippled stale 
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Has it worked? The libertarian movement spawned the National Taxpayers Union 
as the organizational expression of this strategy. Yet, in the 1990's, the annual April IS 
Tax Day demonstrators in front of post offices are usually representatives of left ist 
movements objecting to government spending on defense or spacc programs. 
3. Revolutionary Stratcgy 
[his strategy is legitimated in libertarian ideology by a belief that the state must 
be destroyed. Going beyond disruption, Karl Hess (1969b) advocated not only opposing 
but smashing the state. The masses cannot be taught to free themselves from the 
oppression of the state; they must first be set free. Then the freeing of their minds will 
be inevitable (Halbrook. 1970). One organizational expression of this strategy was the 
libertarian Stodent Liberation Action Movement. It took positions that embraced the 
student power movement and the Black Panthers as well as the anti-war and anti-draft 
movements. Lauer (1976) noted the overlap of the libertarian student movement with 
those elements of the Students for a Democratic Society that were mor~ anarchist than 
Marxist. This strategy, unlike the educative and disruptive strategies, assnmes that the 
movement itself, rather than society at large, will bring about the needed changes in 
societal structure. 
The revolutionary wing of the libertarian movement was not without its critics 
within the movement. Some libertarians (Machan, 1970) argued that libertarian ideology 
emphasizes social rather than poli tical change. 
Has it worked? Well, the state has not been smashed. At least not in the west. It 
certainly has crumbled of its own inertial weight in the fanner Soviet Union and C<1stem 
Europe and is undergoing progressive liberalization in fonnally communist China. None 
of these changes, however, have been credited to revolutionary lihertarians 
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4. Separatist Strategy 
Some members of the movement interpret libertarian ideology as adapting to and 
exploiting the I;.':xisting the structure of society while explicitly renouncing the us!;': of 
coercion in any human rel<ltionships let alone violence. The last thing libertarian 
separatists would do is draw attention to themselves by disruptive or revolutionary 
actions. They hold that most people embrace the concept of government and adore the 
oppressive chains of state. Therefore, they seek to carry on their lives within the state 
while escaping its controls and ignoring its demands. Wherever separatists exist, they can 
show local agents of state authority that they are citizens from some other jurisdiction. 
They appear to be mndy tourists, wherever they are. SUIIl!;: separotli.sts seek to go a step 
beyond anonymity to establish their own communities as separate. autonomous entities 
beyond the sovereignty of the state. Lauer (1976) identified three separatist sub-strategies: 
I. Clandestine Urbanite 
These arc people who are anonymous, politically invisible and mobile within 
urban areas. They achieve this condition through name changes . multiple identities and 
multiple c itizenship 
2. Remole Homesteaders 
These separatists seek to live in geographical remoteness where the organs of the 
state are stretched thinly in areas for which the state has little care. 
3. Mobile Nomads 
These separatists propose to escape state authority by being in ncar constant motion 
between ju risdictions and sovereignties. They have talked of campers, mobile homes. 
houseboats and sailboats. 
The separatist strategy is distinct from the other libertarian strategies in not 
requiring a change in the structure of SOCiety. How has it worked? This question 
encounters the lIlethodological difficulty of observing sw.:<.:essful separatism. By their very 
tactics . separatists are invisible to outside observers. The early separatist literature 
abounded with analyses of various types of sailboats (Wood, ! 969), reviews of mobile 
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homes (Marshall, 1968) and vans (Stephens, 1968). how to find frcedom through weeds 
(Thornley. 1969) and schemes for establishing autonomous libertarian eOITununities in the 
Caribbean (Lax e/ ul, 1965). How many libertarians enrolled in these endeavors and how 
many are still doing so is simply unknown. 
Lauer's Typology of Social Movement Strategies 
from his analysis of the libertarian movement, Lauer (1976) proposes these dimcnsions 
for classifying strategies 
I. Who implements the change in the structure of society? 
2. Amount of force required to bring about a change. 
3. Who is the target for the change? 
Thesc three dimensions suggest six types of strategies: 
WHO IMPLEME.'\iTS 
TYPE TARGET f.Q!!Q; SOOAL CHA.~GE? 
Educative Individual Nonviolent Society 
Small Group Individual Nonviolent Movement 
Bargaining Social Structure Konviolent Society 
Separatist Social Structure Nonviolent Movement 
Disruptive Social Structure Coercive/violent Society 
Revolutionary Social Structure Coercive/violent ,\1ovement 
Neither a small group strategy nor a bargaining strategy were empirically present 
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in the liheration movement. Lauer suggests that an example of a small group strategy 
would he thought control in China (Lifton, 1967) and Pentecostal conversion efforts 
(Gerlach and Hine. 1(70). Uargaining assumes rational ity and sdf-interest and is likely 
to be used in combination with other strategies. The AIIll:rican labor movement shifted 
from disruption to bargaining to gain ils ends. Lauer did not address what seems an CITDr 
in tharacterizing the separatist strategy as being aimed at the social slmCluTe. 
From Lauer's typology flow three questions for a social movement: 
1. Is fhc social structure or individuals the target? 
2. Is force needed to bring about change? 
3. Does thc movement bring about the change itself or does it position the larger 
society to make the change? 
Lauer (1967) found none of these three factors as dominant in the movement. The 
result is that a movement will advocate several strategies (Turner and Killian. 1957). 
Lauer examined the libertarian movement in its most creative and expressive era: the 
1960s to the 1970s. In the mid-J990s in the United States. the activist members of the 
movement have shrunk to a dwindling Libertarian Pany a~ their organizational form. The 
educationists, on the other hand, have never seen greener pa~tures for the careers of the 
movements intellectual elite in think tanks, media posts. publishing, seminars and 
UOlverSlty appomtments. 
But is anything changing? Libertarians seem almost congenitally unable to express 
an agenda toward which they could move. As with the conservative movement, they arc 
at their best in opposition. reacting to the agenda of the statists. Sume thinkers (Fenner, 
1994) argue that an agenda for libertarians is a contradiction in terms. If someone is 
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authentically a libertarian, then that person is essentially an individualist, cvcn a radical 
individualist. Therefore, the concept of collective action is nearly excluded. If that is true, 
thell we ask for an accounting of the periodicals. books, seminars. think tanks, position 
papers and research efforts that abound in the name of libertarianism. A casual 
observation suggests that a good dcal of money is being spent on a growing intellectual 
clite that must think that some form of co!lcctive action is possible among libertarians. 
In our model of the movement, libertarian strategy affects the structure of 
movement. Speciflca!ly, the dominant educative strategy fosters a one-way, top-down 
communication arrangement. We further propose that libertarian strategy affects the level 
of political activism by libertarians. 
THE STRUCTURE 
We propose that the libertarian movement is split along its vertical dimension into 
a two-tiered hierarchy: an intellectual elite and a mass of what we call congregant 
members. Congreganls, fo r the purpose of this study, are simply panicipants in the 
movement who are not part of the elite. 
Elite leadership 
The intellectual elite of the libertarian movement consists of faculty members 
(including Kobel laureates Milton Friedman and James Buchanan as well as the late 
George Stigler and Friedrich Hayek), authors of libertarian books and articles, editors and 
publishers of libertarian periooicals (e .g.Reason, Uberty, Cato Journal), appointed fellows 
of libertarian or libertarian/conservative think tanks (e.g. , Cato Institute, Hoover 
Inst ilUtion, Heritage Foundation) and libenarian speakers. For this group, the movement 
is largely their livelihood. 
The trouble with the intellectual elite of the libertarian movement is not moral 
Nor is it in the ~mpirical constitu tion of that elite. Libertarian intellectuals as a group are 
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bright. independent. creative and curious. On any measure of talcol the group mean is 
high and the standard deviation is small. Those at the top of the movement arc talented 
although they are probably not more so than many of the minds out in the congregant 
membership. Rather, the trouble is in their dysfunctional effect upon the movement's 
survival and success. The libertarian movement has not sorted out its ideology or its 
strategy. It is too carly for an institutionalized career elite. It is especially premature for 
a movement that lacks the success to institutionalize itself. The single collective failure 
of the libertarian elite is their sole limn of rdationship to the congrcgant mass: a top-
down Iisten-IO-us relationship. There exists no persona!, enduring relationship between 
the elite and wngregant members. The elite present themselves as icons who encourage 
an educative strategy that translates into books sales, magazine subSCriptions, foundation 
donations and seminar enrollment for themselves. 
Cungregant members 
llle congregant members of the libertarian movement are the everyday people who 
arc students, workers, managers, business owners, parents and children who resonate to 
the libertarian philosophy. They are the people who buy the books, attend the seminars 
and subscribe to the magazines produced by the elite 
The separation of the libertarian elite from the movement 's eongregant members 
is expected. That is, after all, what eli tes do: they separate them..elves from lower beings. 
And, indeed, that separation would be on small consequence but fOf the dysfunctional 
relationship that the congregants have among themselves. They are isolates. 
We assert that the role of libertarian politics in the lives of the mass of the 
congregant members is similar to that described hy Cameron (1966): they attend a 
formally organized monthly meeting of the Libertarian Cluh in their community or on 
thcir (;ampus. That cl ub has a roster of officers one of whom, the program chair, has 
arranged for a speaker that is either a member of the libertarian elite or can speak on a 
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topic that falls approximately within the scope of the club. The eongregant members who 
attend will sit in straight.backed, stackable hotel meeting chairs aligned in rows. At the 
front of the meeting room will be a front table and a lectern. The front table will be 
populatcd by the club officers and the guest speaker. The speaker will speak. The 
congregants will politely applaud at the end. They will then go their separate ways home. 
The guest speaker may depart immediately or join the dub officers for a late snack at a 
restaurant. What would be unusual, in the scene we assert, is if these congregants knew 
one another or had any contact outside of the meeting room, as libertarians 
Consequences of Isolation 
Existing as libertarians in isolation means that the congregant members have no 
affirmalion or reinforcement for their political beliefs. Living in a political environment 
where academia and the dominant media arc overwhelmingly of a statist persuasion, 
libertarians are lumped with conservatives and treated as moral pariahs. The public 
ex-pression of their ideas is met with sneers, distortion, dismissal or manipulation. 
in this environment, the isolated congregant member.> arc driven into either covert 
identity, timidity or infantile ex-pression. They lack a safe environment to test their grasp 
of libenarian ideas and to work at ex-pressing those ideas or living according to libertarian 
philosophy_ They lack a fonn of relationship in which congregant members can work with 
on~ another toward self development. Moreover, congregant members drawn out of 
isolation would attain a heightened sense of self-esteem. Barring that, the congregant 
members of the libertarian movement are morally disanned 
E,'en an occasional listener to the Rush Limbaugh daily radio program since the 
late 1980s hears the ery of gratitude and delight of progrdm callers who have discovered 
that they were not the only person holding their belids (generally conservative in 
Limbaugh's ca~c but a condition shared with libertarians). By listening to Limbaugh and 
his callers, these isolated conservati~'es and libertarians have discovered that they are not 
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crazy. Unfortunately, being a radio program listener or calkr is still a largely one-way. 
top-down process. These iwlates an: only part.iy rdieved of I,heir distn:ss. They still need 
face-to-face, pCl'sonaL endUl'ing contact with others in l.he movement. On May 24, 1993. 
Limballgh pnxluced an event known as Dan's Bake Sale in fort Collins, Colorado. An 
estimated 75,00J Lilllbaugh faIls crowded into rort Collins for ttle Bake Sak, causing a 
25-mile jam on all Interstate. Limbaugh remarked lhal there is a hunger among like-
minded people to gct mgether. There indeed. 
Infantilism As A Response to Impotency 
Some isolated eongregants, not trusting their ability to dfeetively express their 
iibenarian DeJiefs or having been intimidated or abused by statists retreat into a close-
mouthed covert timidity or conversion. Olher congregants, and lhis seems particularly true 
of college students, act out their political im[X)tency through infantile public expressions 
If the left labels them as Neanderthals than they will be Neanderthals writ large just to 
show how :\'eandcrthal they can be. This infantilism is expressed in childish artwork and 
slogans based on pltrlS that are screened onto t-shirts, lOwds, bumper stickers and foam 
rubber baseball hats. Advel1isemcnt.s for thesc items can he found in the back pages of 
American Spectator and to a lesser extent in lVmiofla[ Review, both comervativc 
publications, Reason has few such acts while none have been seen in Liberty, both 
explicitly libertarian periodicals. This suggests a hypothesis that this infantilism is more 
charw:.:teristie of conservatives than it is of libertarians 
Contra.~t to Left: 
The assertion of this struclllrai isolation of the congregant memher~ i~ 
accompanied hy a parallel assertion that the political left is organized differently 
Experiential impressions suggest that campus socialists, to take an example, do not relate 
to their politics through monthly formal meetings. Rather, they gather dillly in their 
particular area of a univcrsity dining commons where thcir politics arc a facct of their 
JXrsonal relationships. We imagine that this daily personal contact provides socialists with 
affirmation of their beliefs, a safe place 10 tes t their grasp of thcir beliefs and support for 
their poJltical expression. This assertion needs testing by the gathering of empirical 
indicators of the organizing forms of left and socialist movements 
Indeed, both the assumptions about the cohesion of leftist movements and the 
sundrance of the libertarian movements require empirical testing . In the methodology 
chapter, suggestions are offered for gathering data to do that. 
In our modeL the fonn of the movement's structure affects the level of primary-
group cohesion among its congregant members. 
Cohesion 
The fomlal monthly meeting with guest speaker format that we speculate is the 
prevailing fonn of libertarian gatherings is a direct contributing factor 10 what we surmise 
is the isolation of the congregant members of the movement. This condition of isolation 
is another way of describing the state of primary-group cohesion among the congreganl 
membership there is, al most, very lillIe cohesion and we assert thai, generally, there is 
We have found no treatment of primary-group cohesion in the lilerature of social 
movemenls . The literature on military unit effectiveness is more rewarding. Gabriel and 
Savage (1978) define primary-group cohesion in military tenus a~ "a set of conditions that 
create the expectation that a military unit will attempt to perfonn its assigned orders and 
mission irrespective of the situation and its inevitable attendant risks." They identify the 
indicators of the break down of cohesion as desertion, mutiny, assassination of leaders 
and drug usage. They eschew victory or defeat as indicators of cohesion. mdeed, they 
remark upon the unrelenting cohesion of Gennan infantry units despite crippling losses 
and the approaching end of World War II. 
Similar indicalors of primary-group sundrance are suggested in Appendix B: drop 
in membership, bum out of active members and local leaders, re luctance or refusal of 
members to express libertarian ideas, failure to recruit new members amI eventual 
dissolution of a local libertari an organization. Further indicators must be developed and 
tested 
In the modd we propose. cohesion directly affects the level of activism of 
congregant members on the one hand and the level of the involvement of libertarian 
poli tics in the life of movement members on the other. The level of activism is also seen 
as working back to affect the lcvel of cohesion. The possibility here is that a IUgh level 
of involvement of congregant mt:mbers in movement activity will. itself, dmw thcm closer 
together. COnuTIon eJ(periences will reinforce a common bond. 
Activism 
By act ivism we mean specifIC programs of action steps flowing from libertarian 
strategy . In our modcl, what flows from strategy is mitigated by the down stream effects 
of struc ture and primary-group cohesion. We maintain that the dominant educative 
strategy has foste red a situation in which the inte llectual e lite seem able to recorrunend 
hut two possible fomls of act ivism: obtaining more education about libertarian ideas and 
campaigning for Libertarian Pany candidates. The former is tantamount to the negation 
of activism and the latter is tantamount to a negation of libertarian philosophy . Not 
surpr isingly, educators recommcnd more educat ion. Turning to the libertarian el ite for 
anything other than more reading and listening is much like asking a barber if one needs 
a haircut. 
A point seemingly lost on the elitc is that all of the education on economics, 
history, political science is for naught if the membership is doomed to ineffectiveness by 
the i ~o la tion of the congrcgant members. 
What Point to Libertarian Mov~m~nt Now? 
The moveruent has magazines. newsletters by the score, books, seminars, 
conferences and pamphlets without end. What's the point? Do these media deal with 
action steps that members can take? The libertarians have an economic analysis that is 
theoretical ly and empirically bullet proof. They have history and empirical evidence on 
their ~ide: the fall of the Berlin Wall. the collapse of Soviet empire, the self-liberation of 
the eastern bloc and the privatilation of Britain. Libertarian philosophy contributed to 
these events in that the analyses of Hayek, Mises and Friedman provided the intellectual 
basis for the market revolution. But what did the movement do? What docs it propose to 
do now? Did the movement even celebrate the historical accomplishments of its ideology? 
What is the movement's vision? 
We must note that the Second Thoughts Foundation is distinguished by its 
orientation to action, specifically to helping eastern European libertarians. We must also 
note that the Advocates for Self Government, an explicitly libertarian grass-roots 
advocacy group has combined an educationist strategy with a network of local Advocates 
chapters that take a program of promotion of libertarian ideas to a street-level outreach 
at county fairs. college campuses and neighborhoods. 
Again, some (Fenner, 1994) say that it is not in the intrin~ic nature of libertarians 
to seek collective action. Therefore. any attempt at activism is doomed. If that is true, 
then all libertarian communication should be about the skills needed for a ~eparatist 
strategy: survival, retreatism, hidden existence, entrepreneurship. But such matters have 
not had currency in the libertarian movement since the \960s. In the mid-1990s, the 
intellectual elite of the movement are much too sophisticated for any endeavors such as 
learning to live on wilderness weeds. 
Role in Life 
Individuals who gather only 10 receive one-way top-down communication and then 
disperse back into regular lives are not likely to be bonded in their political beliefs or 
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political activities. They encounter daily communication from the political opposition 
through the prevailing national media along with teaching hy opposition faculty who 
indu lge politically correct intimidation and disparagement of libertarian iUl:as. As isolates, 
the constituent members of the movement lack affirmation, support or bonding of their 
beliefs. Consequently, their politics gravitate to a marginal role in their total JiVl;.':s. 
Shibutani (1961), in linking movement memhership to personality type, suggests 
that hard core mcmbtrs attempt to achieve recognition through a movement what they 
lack in personal self-esteem. People of low self-esteem sec a movement as a vehicle to 
power 
Cameron (1966) suggests Ihm thefe are live reasons why a person could be 
initially attractcd to Join a movement: 
A movement fosters onc's personal intcrcsts. 
People concerned about environmental issues would natural ly enough be drawn 
lO joining an environmental movement. 
A movement offers congeniality and fellowship. 
Even if a movt:HlI:nt does not foster a person's personal intcrests, he or she may 
stili be 
drawn into it hecause friends arc involved in it. Cameron notes if sociability is 
the chief attraction 10 a movement. the movement leaders will have little formal 
(;ollllnand authority. 
3. A movement raises a member's personal status through identification with the 
4. A movement offers opportunities for networking or entree. 
Husinessmen may join a movement to meet potential customers , politicians may 
join in pursuit of voting support or young managers may join in order to establish 
a record of successful leadership. 
A movt:Hlent is a target for takeover and subversion of purposes 
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Communists took over labor unions or liberal political organizations to turn them 
to the party's aims or to destroy them as organizations (Sclznick, 1952), 
Our belief that the role played hy a political movement in the life of its members 
directly affects the effectiveness of the movement is supported by Cameron's impression 
that if a movement commands most of its members ' waking hours, then its nomlS may 
control thei r behavior. This is true in large part because the movement's nomlS are just 
about the only nomlS such members encounter in everyday life. From such members. 
sacrifices can be demanded and obtained 
However, if involvement in a movement is restricted to a regularly scheduled 
monthly meeting on the rust Thursday (unless, <IS Cameron notes, the meeting conflicts 
with other obligations), then other interests . activities and social obligations will divel1 
a member's time, money and respect. Such a movement cannot get much support. Indeed, 
it can ask only for very little from its members for fear of losi ng them altogether. 
In the model we have proposed, the level of involvement that libertarian politics 
have for memhcrs of the movement is a contributing factor in the movement's 
effectiveness 
Effectiveness 
While we have depicted the movement's effectiveness as the final consequent of 
the antecedent elements of ideology. strategy, structure, cohesion, activism and role in 
life, we are not prepared to undertake a treatment of social movement effectiveness. The 
success of social movements has been empirically difficult to assess. What is a successful 
social movement? What is a success by a social movement? Turner and Killian ( 1957) 
suggest that effectiveness can have many meanings: 
1, The number of members continues to increase. 
2. The structure of the movement is maintained rather than dissolving in the face 
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of entropy . 
3. The values of the movement are realized 
For libertarians. an effective movement could be gauged by how well it realized its OV.'1l 
goals: 
I, Recruit more libertarians 
2. Elect libertarians lO political office . 
3. Reduce the int1ucncc of the state in the lives of members. 
4. Redu(;c the int1uence of the stale in society at large 
.). Avoid the int1ucncc of the state in the lives of members. 
Others could well point out that for all the theoretical success of libertarian 
com:l;.':pls and the historical suc<.:ess of libertarian ideas in post-Soviet Europe, realities for 
American libertarians suggest something less than success. Public education in the United 
States is tightly in the grip of statists. So are the dominant news media and entertainment 
channels. Events as attacks by government forces against civi lians, increased power over 
electronic communications and the rising fa<;e ism of thought control suggest that thc state 
has scarcely been rolled back or that its influence in the livcs of its c itizens has 
dimirrished. Quite the contrary. 
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VI. RECOMl\-IENDA nONS 
follow on research on Ihis topic should consider the methods described in Chapter 
IV (methodology). This slUdy only presented the application of theory to the empirical 
research on socml movements, the conclusions can only be considered preliminary for 
further research. The types of maladaptation suggested for the elites has to be 
determined. The assessment that the elites have a ritualistic type of maladaptation 
(MerIon 1949) has to be corroborated through another study. This assessment is made 
on the optimistic premise that the elites do suffer maiadaplations. If the contrary wa~ the 
case, the elites would only be profiting form the anxieties of the congregams, without 
really rejecting the prevailing cultural valUl:s for their lives 
Funher research ha~ to detemtine whether the left is isolate or affiliate. One of 
the premises of this study is that most of the political activism comes from the left. The 
theory discussed in this study would only be applicable if the political activism of the left 
also fosters the cohesion among its members. Fi rs t, we need to detern:llne whether the 
left is indeed respons ible of the majori ty of political activism. [f this is the case, then we 
can study the effects of their political activit ies on group cohesion . How likely are 
individuals of the left to be comfortable of being identified as member of the left ? 
Although the study offers some suggestions about the libertarians , it is necessary 
to inspect whether the established right is isolate or atflliate. The established right is 
clearly identified and its interactions with other persuasions are supported by large 
organizations . It is necessary to establish the level of cohesion among the memhers of 
the established right in order to determine if the beliefs have an influence on the cohesion 
of the group. 
Although the analysis of topics on our sample showed a general lack of action 
topics in the political meetings, the question of whether the clites suggest ac tion steps 
remains open for further investigation. This can be studied through a variety of 
techniques . A complete study should use more than one of the techniques outli ned 
Participation in political ac tivities of the groups is a very useful tool for research 
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It was discussed that the best type of participation is that conducted through a (Xriod of 
liml;.': so that the researcher develops a better ideal of the mood pl:nneating the activities. 
Interviews will be very valuable for the recollection of data. The clites need to 
be interviewt:d, as well as the congn:gants. The intentionality towards thl;.': world of the 
elitl;.':s needs to hI;.': dl;.':tl;.':mllnl;.':d. The preliminary conclusion of this study is that there is 
none, but only further analysis can corroborate that notion with certainty . We net:d to 
dt:temune the essence of the condition driving the intellectuals to transmit alternatives to 
tht: prt:vailing cultural values. Do they really experience maladaptation? \Vhat is the 
dt:gret: of that maladaptation? All thost: questions need to be answered bt:fort: the 
conditions of the movement can be studit:d. Only in the presence of intentionality and 
a rebellious type of maladaptation wi1lthe ultimate goal of the intellectuals be a change 
to the existing parameters. 
The congregants are in search of alternative cultural values. We need to know 
how much of their needs are being satisfied by their affiliation to the altemative 
movements. If there is a signifICative amount of congregants that are satisfied with a 
rituaJistic group, tht:n the altemative groups are probably not properly defined. Even 
providing tht: necessary latitude within the movement, there is a need for a consistence 
on goals for people to effectively associate with each other. Appendix C shows a samplt: 
interview format that addresses some of the issues affecting the constituents' needs and 
what they fi nd in the movement. 
Video tapes of conferences are other source of good information not only because 
of the content of the communication, but also because of the possibilities of observing the 
behavior of the different sectors of the group. One of the advantages it has to the 
physical presence in the meeting is the possibility of observing more people through 
different viewings of the tape. Action can be slowed and emphasized to discovt:r more 
t:lements about the interactions between the elite and the congregation. 
There is still a need for examining communication through eontenl analysis to 
identify the existence of act ion steps. The definitions used in this study are not refined 
to identify different dimensions of calls to action. A \:areful content analysis can better 
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indicate the existence of language conducive tho the completion of political aetion_ We 
need to determine if there is establishment of parameters for the existence of collective 
behavior to project the political beliefs. 
Since alll"l1<;:dia used by the movement needs to be incorporated in the study, the 
irlternel traffic has to he analyzed through content analysis \0 characte rizt: language in 
tt:rrns of action steps. Only if there is a climate favorable to political action within the 
movement will we see the presence of such language in the Internet traffic. The Internet 
traffic will also give us a good indication about the role of the bc lid in thc life of the 
individual. The more topics can be expl ained and discussed in terms of their relevance 
to the movement, the more the movement means to those individuals. Cohesion and 
sense of belongingness can also be observed in the Internet traffic_ It louSl defmitively 
be analyzed to determine the kind of environmt:nt existing within the group. 
Another valuable tool is tht: examination of transcripts of right radio talk programs 
to detennine any presence of individualist or isolationist eharactt:ristics among the people 
involved with the show_ TItis can be observed through the type of communication on the 
show, as weI! as fro m listeners calling in. 
The continuation of this study is essential to determine the existence of the 
conditions proposed here_ If the condi tions do exist, and we think there is evidence of 
their existt:nct: , then a portion of citizens willing 10 panake in the political prOCt:sses is 
being eompletdy isolated by the lack of organizational efficiency that can help project 
their beliefs to other people. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
The evaluation of the infonnation on the libertarian movement suggests that there 
IS a division between the clites and the congregants of the movements. The only 
interaction between these two sectors of the groups is in the fann of communication 
organized so that thl: elites transmit knowledge 10 the congregants without [c(civing 
proper feedback. The communication scenarios arc not dl:signcd for the free discussion 
of ideas that can refinc the understanding of beliefs and solidify group cohesion. 
Not only arc the elites separated by their academic status, but hy the physical 
constrains that the cOlluTIunication scenarios impose on the congn:gants. The elites arc 
mentally and physically on a pedestal that is unaccessible by the wngregants. The 
communication is limited to transmission of knowledge from the elites to the congregants. 
The eongregants political moment then is that encounter, there is little room for growth 
of the belief. The condition of incongruencc betwecn one's life and one's beliefs will 
persIst 
Limiting their political activities to attending meetings without following through 
outside that environment isolates the congregants from each other and from the 
movement. The only political reality of the congregants is a passive members of an 
audience. It is dilficult to be identified as a libertari an if thert isn't a group that operatt:s 
outside of the academic seminar type environment 
There seems to be an overall lack of recommendations for action steps on the part 
of the right. The topics of the meetings have little of what can be considered political 
action. As a political group, their discussions should contain deliberation on appropriate 
act ion steps that project their beliefs. This will not only serve a~ a means of attracting 
new supporters, but also to improve the level of cohesion among the existing ones. 
Group members will be bonded by the experience of conducting political actions and will 
their belief will be solidified after challenges are successfully met in the company of their 
pters 
The elite controls the movement and doesn't promote action steps. The 
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congn::gants cannot operatl;.': without their guidance, yet they are not being told to conduct 
poli tical action. The only option for the l:ongregants is to keep allending the meetings 
and buying thc books that will help thcm acquire knowledgc about libertarianism 
Isolate individuals cannot conduct actions that are condul:ive to thl;.': projection of 
political beliefs. The political belief \xwmes a small part of the individual"s life, with 
little incidence in other areas of life where the support of the movement could help the 
indivi dual gain more confidencl;.':. Lf there can be no spontanl;.':ous agreement on action on 
thl;.': part of the congregants, the result will be a movement characterized by passivity. 
The groups seem to be lacking what is called the linking element in Gramsci's 
(1971) model. There seems to be no organizational cadre that gives guidelines to the 
congrl;.':gants as to activities outside of the knowledge communication sphere. The only 
two sel:tors seem to be an unorganized mass of congregants, who gather for political 
ffil;.':etings. and the intellectual elite. The dedicated organizational work of people not 
ml;.':mbers of the elite but more committed to the goals of the group is missing. These are 
thc people that ensure the mobilization of congregants and formulate discipline and the 
organizational structurc. Neither the intellectuals nor the congregants can take on the task 
of organizing the movement to project their political belief, the cadre is n&essMy. 
As discussed in Merton's (1949) typology of maladaptations, not all individuals 
unadjusted to the mainstream suffer frum thc same type or the same degree of 
maladaptation. Thl;.':refore not all will react equally. This means that any movement has 
to he clear a~ to what type of maladaptation to thl;.': existing society is thc one motivating 
them. As it has been explained, only the rebellious maladaptation will seek change, 
therefore it is the one most likely one to call for action. 
A lack of call for action while rejecting the corrent cultural values suggests a 
ritualistic (Merton 1949) maladaptation. There is a possibility that the elite of the 
libertarian and conservative groups suffer from this type of maladaptation. They may not 
agree with the prevailing cullural values, yet they are not ready to disrupt tlle social 
processes. This mentality was described as one that although not fully satis!1ed, was not 
willing to put thei r poSitions in jeopardy for the attainment of aLtcrnative values. 
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We used the example of the bureaucrats to illustrate this lype of maladaptation, 
and mentioned the fact thaI the existence of bureaucrats i~ a product of regulations 
Applying this notion to the clites of the jibcrtarillilS, we cannot fai l to recognize that these 
people too exist in a state of maladaptation of the congregants. It is a maladaptation that 
drives people to attend seminars and buy books, yet if there was to be action to eliminate 
that maladaptation, the books illld seminars would no longer he needed 
The observed alternative group from the right runs the risk of becoming either an 
elite-movement or a mass-movement if its structural disconnection persists. Tn either case 
they will become a leverage tool for established panies and will be impaired from 
achieving the goals of their own agenda. They will be necessary for the established 
parties for the passage of crucial decisions, but will lose political power once those 
decisions are no longer first priority 
This work has proposed and specified a model of the dependent variables that 
contribute to the level of cohesion among members of a political movement and 
rccommcnded a research strategy for testing the assumptions in the model. We suggest 
that the level of cohesion is a funct ion of the social structure of the movement. In this 
case, specifically, a split between the intellectual elite of the movement and its grass roots 
members. The grass roots members relate 10 the movement only in a role as members of 
audiences for speakers from the intellectual elite or as a market for the dite's writings 
These grass roots eongregants exist as alOmized isolates having no personal relationship 
to one another or to the clite. 
The chief action step prescribed by the dite is further education 10 be achieved 
by hearing still more speakers or reading still more published works. Consequently. the 
congregam members lack affirmation of their beliefs. a safe environment in which to test 
their grasp of their beliefs or a network of support and succor when they have difficulty 
in expressing their beliefs in the outside world. This structure fosters timidity, passivity, 
withdrawal and sundrance rather than cohesion. The role of their politics in the lives of 
congregant members of the movement is not expanded but rather diminishes through 
inherently passive participation in the movement. This exploration of faeelS of social 
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Understanding Ihe Libertarian Philosophy 
hy Joseph Knight 
What is the proper role of government in a free society? To answer this question, we 
must first understand what is meant by "government" 
Government is the usc of force. To govern means to control. The use of force is implicit 
in the definition of control. Otherwise, it would be "influence" rather than control. Even 
the good things that governments do involve the use of force somewhere, somehow. 
Sometimes government uses force directly to control behavior. Other times, government 
uses money taken hy force 10 fund activities which would olhelv:ise not involve the use 
of fo rce 
Understanding that government is the use of force, the question then becomes "What is 
the proper usc of fo rce in a Crcc society'!" To answer this question. we first look at 
different types of force; 
TNITIAL FORCE; Tn any group of people. from 2 to 20 billion, there is no 
use of force until someone uses it first. Initial force is aggression or 
coercion. 
2. DEFENSIVE FORCE: Defensive force is the use of force to defend your 
safety. rights, or propcny, You have the right 10 defend yourself, and the 
right to authorize others. such as those in government, to use defensive 
force in your behalf. Defensive force is survival 
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3. RETALIATORY FORCE: Retaliatory Force is punishment ofsomeoIlC who 
has initiated force . If someone assaults you, you have the right to authorize 
government to punish those responsible in your behalf. Retaliatory force 
IS JustICe 
Some people have suggested a fo urth categury of preemptive force but most 
e."(arnples of preemptive force, upon analysis, can be placed in one of the othcr three 
eategofles. 
Libertarians are, by definition, those who oppose the initiation of force. 
Some Libertarians arc also pacifists. They decline the use of any force. 
Libertarianism is broad enough to encompass pacifists. All oppose the initiation of force. 
Some Libertarians are militant. They have no qualms about defensive and/or 
retaliatory force. Libertarianism is broad enough to encompass militants. The common 
factor is opposition to the initiation of force 
Opposition to the initiation of furce (the NON-COERCION PRINCTPLE) is the 
essence of the libertarian philosophy. 
Freedom is the absence of the initiation of force. 
A robber cannot be "'free" tu steal your property nor can the bully be "free" to 
strike you. The robber and the bully have initiated force and the condition of frecdom 
doesn't exist unless thcre is an absence of the initiation of force 
Consequently, a "right" cannot be something which must be had at the expense 
of others 
You have the right to free spel:ch, but not to compd others to provide your forum 
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You have the right to earn a living, but not to compel others to provide you r 
living 
You havt: tht': right to believe in whatever religion you (;hoose, but if you r god 
requircs tht': sacrifice of virgins, you must find a vi rgin willing to bt: sacrificed without 
the initiation of force. 
Libertarians apply tht': non-co<:rc ion principle to all human lxhavior. 
It doesn't maller if the initiators of force are in or out of government. Govt:rnment 
doesn't confcr SOlnt: mystical right on some to violate the rights of others. If it is wrong 
for a pt': rson to conunit a rape as an individual, it must be equally wrong for a person to 
eommit a rape as an agent of government. 
If somebody takes your propt"Tty without your permission, it is thdt .(an initiation of 
force) 
It's theft regardless of whether the loot is ust:d to buy drugs or to feed the poor. 
It is thdt regardkss of whether there is 1 thief or 20 million thieves. 
It is theft regardless of whether the gang calls itsdf tht: "Sons of Satan" or the 
"Intt':rnal Rt':venuc Servict': " 
The proper rok of government (force) in a free society then. is to defend andlor re taliate 
against those who initiate force. Government in a free society should not be tht': initiator 
of force 
Some laws, such as those prohibiting murder, rape, robbery, and fraud , arc laws 
against the initiation of force 
Enforcement of such laws is thl: application of dcfl:nsive and/or retaliatory force, 
and is appropriate for government in a free society, 
Other laws constitute an initiation of force. 
Government should not initiate force to seize the property of individuals. 
Government should not initiate force to compel service to the state. 
Government should not initiate force to impose lifestyles or moral codes. 
Government should not even initiate force when "it's for your own good " 
In a free society . you have property rights, 
You can use honestly acquired propt:rty in any way that does not wnstitute 
ini tiation of force or fraud, trespass on the property of others, or violatc agrccments you 
havc voluntarily entered into. You decide which charities to support, and don't have to 
sacrifice your property against your will for purposes that others decide on rather than 
you. 
In a free society, you have pcrsonal rights. 
You can live however you want so long as you don't initiate force or fraud against 
others or their property. You decide what risks to take, what to believe in, and how to 
entertain yourself. 
Property rights and personal rights are really the same. Personal rights are based 
on property rights because you own your life, your body, and your mind. 
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Ownership and the use of honestly acquired property is not, in and of itself, an 
initiation of force and therefore does not violate the right'i of others 
If someone owns an AK-47 and llses it to murder school children. it is the murder 
that is thc initiation of force , not the ownership of the AK-47. Murder should be 
prohibited and punished regardless of the weapon used. Most peop le who own AK-47's 
do not murder school children or anybody else 
Lf you own or rent a sexually explicit vidco and commit a sexual assault after 
vicwing it. it is the sex ual assault that is the init iation of force. not the viewing of the 
video. Rape should be prohibited whether "obscenity" is involved or not. Most people 
who view sexually explicit films do nol commit sexual assaults. 
If someone owns and uses drugs, and steals to buy more drugs, it is the theft that 
is the in itiation of force. Theft should be prohibited regardless of what the loot is spent 
on. T he use of drugs is not an initiat ion of force . 
In the o ld days people sometimes had to answer to the church for their crimes. 
Some thought they could Jessen the gravity of their offenses by claiming possession 
"Your Holiness, the devil made me do it." \\'hat we often hear today is "Your Honor, the 
drugs made me do it"' or "Your Honor. the pornography made me do it" or "YOUf Honor, 
my unhappy chi ldhood made me do it." 
With freedom comes responsibili ty. If YOll initiate foree, you should be held fully 
a(;countabLe. Ko cop-outs, no devils. no shift ing the blame to others or to inanimate 
obje(;ts. If you do not initiate foree or ffan d (a subtle form of force ), you should be left 
alone and force should not be initiated against you by government or anybody else 
Tt's that simple. 
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APPENDIX B 
Thf following is conden,\'fd and adapted from Walter (1984): 
The Ten Most Serious Challenges for the Movement 
by Dave Wailer 
The purpose of this article is to suggest the ten most serious challenges the libertarian 
moveml:nt has .. challenges that affect the movement's ability 10 grow and prosper 
Instead of worrying about what five pieces of legislation should Ihl: first Libertarian 
Congressman introduce, or should the new brochure be in hlue or black ink to improve 
al:sthetic appeal, movemcnt leaders would do best to think ahout. and propose solutions 
for, problems more critical to our existence as a movem,ent over the nl:ltt two to five 
From a round-tahle discussion (of the ten most prl:ssing problems as seen hy leaders of 
the lllinois Valley Libertarian Association) can be distilled these ten major challenges: 
I. Internal conflil:t and factionism. 
The problem is not with contlict over ideas but with conflict over personalities. power and 
control of money. The rl\OVl:ment needs leaders who are not on ego-trips; leaders who can 
rationally rcspund to nare-ups of factionalism by recognizing that success means not 
always having things one's own way. 
2. Lack of central theme/direction 
Need more infonnation on what the average member can do to promote the movement 
The last eJection campaign by the Libeltarian Party was seen as too inward-looking whi le 
thousands of rnembers were itching 10 get on with promoting libertarian ideas. 
3. Lack of name rel:ugnition 
Rather than the public disagreeing with the libertarian philosophy. they are totally 
llnaware of the movement. Of those who have heard of it. they focus on the few areas 
where they disagree with it rather than on the many areas in which they are in agreement 
Proposals fOf dealing with this include developing and promoting respectable and welJ-
known speaker and getting marc publicity through involvement in emotional issues where 
Iibettarianism can infl uence and win the passionate supporters of those issues. 
4. Lack of financial resources 
Lack of money leads to poor communication, little publicity, lack of TV and radio ads 
for Libertarian Party candidates and reliance on amateur volunteers. You cannot raise 
money without a lot more people and you cannot attract more people without a lot more 
money 
5. Lack of conununication. 
There is a lack of awareness among average libertarians ahout state and national events 
in the Libertarian Party. These "happenings" lend support and encouragement to the 
libertarian "0U! there" who is working hard for the cause but doesn·! know how it is going 
elsewhere. Too mueh money was spent on slick newsletters that arrived too late to act on 
scheduled events or for which the news was stale or worthless. Solution is to have 
frequent short newsletters. 
6. Lack of activism/leadership burn-out. 
The movement has too many armchair libertarians. These are people who join, get on the 
mailing list, show up for a meeting or two and then do little more to promote the growth 
of libertarianism. The feeling was that many people are scared off by the prospect of 
t.aking an activist role--actually confronting real people with unpopular libertarian ideas. 
While intellectually active, these people are not active in a more activist sense. The few 
real activists end up with all the work. They, in turn, throw up their hands in frustration 
iU'ld disgust, self-sacrifice not being a trait of libertarians). The movement has to solve its 
problem of activists/leaders giving up in the face of "cheerleaders" unwilling to lend a 
hand. 
7. Lack of conviction 
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This problem explains why so many libertarians are unwilling to confront non-libertarians. 
Many libertarians arc afraid to discuss their ideas with others for fear of 0) being 
unpopular, (2) because they could not sUpJXlrt their arguments and (3) because they grew 
up in a SOCiety where obedience to nonns was encouraged. Noting that members of other 
political parties do not have to apologize for their ideas . more publicity for libertarianisllI 
and more acceptance of it will draw out the Jess daring "closet libertarians" 
8. Lack of recrui tment of new members 
\Vhilc the local newspaper in Peoria. Illinois endorsed the Libertarian candidate for 
president and 1000 people in Peoria voted for him, only 35 people showed up for a fund-
raising dinner and the Libertarian Palty of illinois has only ;-;ix dues payillg members in 
Peoria 
9_ Lack of popular ideas 
Libertarianism will not spread until its ideas catch the public's fancy. This is difficult 
when libertarians keep ta lking about legalizing drugs. disarming and seUing the highways. 
Most people think in practical terms. They need to hear about libertarian successes nOI 
pie-in-the-sky theories. Since most people are comfortable with government making 
decisions for them. talk abolishing government a(;tivities scares them off. Talking about 
voluntarism (you (;an have your government services, just don't (;harge llle for them) is 
seen as a more popular lactic. 
10. Lack of a campus movement. 
While recognizing that students have turned away from the activism and idealism of the 
sidies and early seventies, the movement has done little effective campus organizing. 
Libertarian students need help to gel a group going. : Faculty advisor, study group 
materials, inexpensive speakers, a hxal suppon group of adults with tinancial resources, 
ads in (;ampus papers, a handbook on how to set up chapters, debates, publish issue 
papers, etc. The campus tum toward jobs should dovetail nicely with libertarian economic 




Topic arcas and appro:dmalc wording of a non-standardilcd schedule of questions to be used 
as an interview guide: 


















Self in college: 
Was college an cx.tcn.sion of high school or a new departure/fe-invention 
of self! 
Academic major? 
Swit(hes in major? 
Take economics course') 
College completion? 
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What was first self awareness of political identity? 
What was the attraction of this political identity'? 
Memocrship in a formal political organi:£ation? 
What was nature of participation in political activitie;;? 
What was role of politics in college life? 
Were social relationships entwined with political identity? 
Affiliation with causes, movements, organizations that were not explicitly 
political (environment, women's issues, safety, health, racial issues)'! 
Place self on left-right political spectrum or 2D political affiliation space? 
Self in post-eullcge life: 
Did political identity continue heyond college? 
What is the nature of your current/recent participation in political activities? 
What is the role of politics in your life now? 
Membership in a for mal polit ical organization? 
Are you affiliated with causes, movements, organizations that are not explicitly 
political (environment, women issues, safety, health, racial issues)? 
What is role of politics in your life now? 
How much of the member's life is involved in a political movement? 
How has your activity in the movement related lO your secular activiticsllifc outside of the 
movement? 
Do you wish your politics played a larger role in your life? 
Describe this wish - what would your life be like? 
Where would you be working? 
Descrioc your office? 
Describe your ta.'ks? 
Describe your staff? 
Descrihc your travels? 
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Descrihe your job !a~ks'l 
Describe your projects'! 
Describe how you would dress? 
Describe how you would gel to work? 
Describe where you livc" 
Has your political identity been a source of difficulty? 
With fami ly? 
In college: 
With faculty? 
With frie nds? 
With I;.':lIIployers or co-workers? 
With your own children? 
If YOli were intimidated or abused, did you find suppon? 
What did support look like? 
How can it continue beyond college? 
What do you gain from association with the people in the movement? 
Aside from its philosophy and program, how does the movement satisfy your needs? 
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